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From 1400 to 1800, China was the most populous political entity on earth with between one-quarter and one-third of the world’s total population, and it had the largest economy, in terms both of agriculture and of industrial production, as well. Moreover, China’s agricultural productivity and rural standard of living, at least in its most developed regions such as the lower Yangzi delta region, were broadly comparable to the wealthiest regions of Western Europe. During those centuries, which some historians term the early modern world, China’s vast consumption and production constituted a major engine of global economic activity. In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, some parts of the world escaped from the constraints imposed by a biological old regime of energy derived largely from biomass, while China (and much of the rest of the world too) remained within that organic world. As a result, I argue, deteriorating environmental conditions contributed to China’s rural impoverishment and social disruptions in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

There is much scholarly debate about the state of rural China in the nineteenth and first half of the twentieth century. Below the relatively calm surface of the standard political narrative of dynastic decline intensified by imperialist pressures roil debates about whether the rural population was getting poorer, agricultural output rising or falling, rural incomes growing or shrinking, and the rural economy commercializing or
stagnating and involuting. These debates are implicated in explanations of the Chinese Communist revolution and victory in 1949. Much of this debate involves substantial econometric modeling of China’s rural economy, and rigorous comparisons with parts of Europe based largely on analyses of China’s lower Yangzi delta, usually glossed as China’s most developed economic region. But China was not the lower Yangzi, and while I have contributed to the quantitative analysis of the performance of the rural economy elsewhere, the purpose of this paper is more modest: to survey the secondary literature for what it can tells us about environmental conditions in China in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

The connections among agricultural systems and the environment are many, as are their intertwined histories. In China, settled agriculture was one of the driving forces of deforestation, while Han farming practices created agro-ecosystems of varying degrees of sustainability. Moreover, because grain prices affected demand for industrial products and choices families made about family size, questions about the environment are broadly relevant to much that is important to know about the dynamics of Chinese history.

China’s early modern wealth and power were based in large part on the exploitation of China’s environmental resources. Over previous millennia, the Chinese empire had expanded to the north, south, and southwest, in part pushed at various times by military pressure from nomadic peoples, and at others pulled by the attraction of strategic materials and other resources. As the empire expanded its grasp, its various states sent Chinese families to transform the local environments into tax-paying farms, along the way encountering other peoples and their ways of relating to nature. That strategy of expansion—which we can only call colonialism because of the various peoples who were incorporated into the empire—worked as long as the empire could expand. During the Ming but especially the Qing, the empire reached its limits. In part, limits were set by encounters with other powerful states—the Vietnamese who resisted Ming China’s expansion in the early fifteenth century, or Russia in the late seventeenth century. But the limits of empire also had an environmental component, as with the tropical diseases encountered in the south and the southwest.

To be sure, in the eighteenth century Qing colonial projects in the southwest and the northwest sent millions of Han Chinese migrants from neighboring core regions, but by the nineteenth century mostly only the Manchu homeland in the northeast remained to draw Chinese migrants, and they came in increasing numbers in the late nineteenth and first half of the twentieth century. In addition, populations that might have migrated to the frontier started to exploit inner frontiers—highlands that could not be easily settled or populated before New World crops made that economically feasible.

The centuries of deforestation and destruction of wildlife habitat detailed in the previous chapters did not go unnoticed by Chinese observers. As discussed in chapter 4, China’s officials were quite aware of the mounting hydrological problems they were facing, as well as the consequences of deforestation in the mountains above their major river valleys. Perhaps even more interesting, by the early nineteenth century there is
evidence that both the idea and reality of species extinction had come to at least one official. As Han Chinese captured more and more solar energy for agriculture, the energy available to other life forms—indigenous peoples, forests, tigers, and elephants alike—declined, sometimes to the point of being insufficient for those species to survive. Tigers disappeared from south China forests by the early nineteenth century, although a few score hung on in remote corners of forests until the twentieth century. At the same time far to the north, after 1822 Manchu Bannermen no longer sent bears and leopards from Manchuria to Beijing, although China’s Manchu rulers continued to use Amur tigers after that for military training exercises.

The removal of forest for farms and the consequent simplification of China’s ecosystems into agro-ecosystems led to more than the loss of biodiversity. By the nineteenth century, these processes were also leading to the widespread degradation of the environment. Degradation differs from the loss of biodiversity in that a degraded environment is so changed and depleted of the nutrients needed to support life that ecosystems seldom have the ability to regenerate themselves. Instead, the environment is altered at lower levels of energy, increasingly unable to support more complex life-generating ecosystems. Such a degraded environment creates a crisis for those species whose existence depended on a particular ecosystem, leading to local extirpation or extinction. Because humans are embedded in ecosystems, human institutions have environmental underpinnings that when weakened can precipitate social, economic, and political crises.

As Blaikie and Brookfield point out, land degradation is neither an objective phenomenon, nor natural. Rather, what constitutes degradation depends to a certain extent on what values a society places on the land; in that cultural context, deleterious human interference of natural processes constitutes land degradation. From a Han Chinese point of view, then, deforestation that made way for more valuable farmland did not necessarily degrade the land, but “improved” it. But erosion of mountainsides and a decline in the productivity of lowland farmland, both of which will be taken up in the next section, do constitute land degradation.

Blaikie and Brookfield further argue that not all land is equally susceptible to degradation, and that some land is more easily restored and repaired while other land can be irretrievably degraded. They use the concepts of “sensitivity” and “resilience” to capture this variability of the susceptibility of land to degradation. For instance, land that has low sensitivity to human interruption and can easily bounce back from that impact is more amenable to repair under good human management practices. An example might be wetlands. On the other hand, a land system that is highly sensitive to human alteration and does not easily repair is likely to degrade quickly and to be very difficult to restore; an example is the arid steppe.

In this paper, I want to focus on the evidence of deforestation, the consequent river valley flooding in various parts of China, and the ways in which land systems in China deteriorated and degraded.
Northwest China. As early as 1850, but certainly during the first half of the twentieth century, the removal of north China’s forest cover led to clear signs of environmental degradation in the Wei River valley and the loess lands to its north and east. Although forests remained in the more inaccessible parts of the Qinling Mountains until the 1930s, in the Wei River valley itself, “trees are scarce.”

To the east in Shanxi province, an early-twentieth study observed: “Nowhere is the havoc wrought by deforestation more evident than in [Shanxi province]. Around Taiyuanfu all the once-wooded mountains are bare and bone dry. Down through the province one sees no trees on mountain or foothill save those about temples….Once the tree cover is removed, the rains wash the soil from the hillsides and with it fill the watercourses and choke the valleys. Wherever a brook or a creek debouches into the valley of the Fen it has built with this wash a great alluvial cone….This cone has covered under silt and sand and gravel from a few score acres to several square miles of the former rich bottom lands, and they can never be recovered.”

The rather astounding photographs in Fig. 6.2a-b show the effects of the siltation: “Since the bridge was built, 20 feet of wash from deforested hills has been dropped in that watercourse, and the stream, no longer fed from spongy wooded slopes, is a trickle…. The silt came from the loess plateau, which had been steadily eroding since the Han dynasty, but which became increasingly eroded in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (Fig. 6.3). “From Hankou to Beijing,” the German geographer von Richthofen reported in the 1870s, “all mountains and hills are destitute of tree and shrubs and offer a most desolate aspect….If it were not for the [water-storing capacity of the soil formation called] loess, Northern China would already be a desert.”

The Huai River Valley. According to David Pietz, before the southern shift of the Yellow River in the twelfth century (see chapter 4), the Huai River valley had been prosperous and economically advanced. A vast irrigation and canal system made it possible to grow rice in a region described as early as the Han dynasty as “teeming with fish, clams, and grains,” and having a dense marketing system. Forests had disappeared before the plow. With the twelfth-century shift of the Yellow River to a course south of the Shandong massif, the Yellow, Huai, and Yangzi River systems became intertwined, to the disadvantage of the Huai River valley. With the mouth of the Huai River blocked by the Grand Canal and the Yellow River, “flood water rolled out onto the agricultural plain. Farmers could only wait for evaporation and seepage to dry their lands.”

Fig. 6.2a-b. Siltation in Shanxi Province ca. 1910

Fig. 6.3. Erosion on the loess plateau.
Source: Buck, Land Utilization in China, plate facing p. 186.
Despite late-sixteenth century attempts to devise new methods for improving the flow of water through the combined Yellow River/Huai River valley system, between 1400 and 1900 there were 350 large floods in the Huai valley. The increasing deforestation of the region meant that instead of depositing nutrient-rich alluvium, increasingly the floods deposited sterile sand, sometimes seven to eight meters deep. Counties that in the Han had been known for their surplus of rice and fish were now “completely abandoned because of salinization—there is not an area which is not a wilderness of weeds and thistles.”\textsuperscript{22} Plagues of locusts followed.\textsuperscript{23}

Not surprisingly, the Huai River valley became progressively poorer and less populated, leading to the endemic peasant unrest described by Elizabeth Perry.\textsuperscript{24} Land holding became increasingly concentrated in the hands of a few wealthy families, and even educational and cultural levels declined.\textsuperscript{25} Without irrigation, cropping settled on a few hardy crops—winter wheat, sorghum, and soybeans—and with shrinking markets, there were few opportunities to make money. By the nineteenth century, most inhabitants existed barely above “minimal subsistence.”\textsuperscript{26}

The Yellow River and Grand Canal Region. The North China plain was basically flat—it dropped only a foot or so every mile and was described as “flat as a billiard table”\textsuperscript{27}—so that water flowed very slowly eastward toward the ocean under any circumstances. Left unrestrained from where the Yellow River leaves the mountains just to the west of present-day Zhengzhou, the River would have meandered all over the North China plain. As it was, Chinese efforts from at least the Zhou period in the eighth-century BCE had progressively diked the river to prevent flooding and to open up land for farming. The diking in itself would not have been too problematic had it not also been the case that the Yellow River carried increasing amounts of silt. From its point of origin, the upper reaches of the Yellow River flows through the loess soil region, and as agriculture from Zhou times on removed the rather thin cover of natural vegetation, the amount of yellow silt eroding into the river increased, as did flooding. When “the River” became known as the “Yellow” River—in the Han or only later in the Tang—is a matter of some dispute.\textsuperscript{28} As the Yellow River entered the North China plain, it slowed and the silt settled out, raising both the riverbed and the dikes built ever high to prevent flooding.\textsuperscript{29}

Having been heavily deforested as early as the Han dynasty (see chapter 3), by the turn of the twentieth century, “the plain was entirely free from any tree or shrub, every available inch being taken up by the cultivation of cereals.”\textsuperscript{30} As we saw in chapter 4, in the twelfth century, political instability and warfare between Song troops and northern invaders led each side to breach the dikes for their own tactical advantage, with most of the river shifting south after 1194. Some water continued to flow north through a channel then called the Daqing River, but the Mongol decision to extend the Grand Canal more or less straight north to their new capital of Dadu (present-day Beijing) meant that after 1288 even that river water was harnessed to canal duty. In the mid-Ming, all remaining Yellow River water was directed south into the course of the Huai River.\textsuperscript{31}
The second problem thus was that the Yellow River, flowing slowly across the flat and deforested North China plain to begin with, was bisected by the Grand Canal, forming an immensely complicated intersection near the city of Huaiyin, taking over the lower course of the Huai River, “crowding out and diverting the Huai waters into Hongze Lake and the lakes and marshes that extend from Hongze southward to the Yangzi River.” The Grand Canal slowed the flow of an already slow Yellow River, backing up the waters of the Huai River further upriver into the Huai River valley; the silt-laden waters of the Yellow River had a hard time pushing through to the sea, a problem which only worsened with time and the deposition of more silt at the mouth of the river and was tackled only in the 1950s.

This combination of a flat North China plain, the meandering and diked, silt-laden Yellow River, and the construction and maintenance of the strategically essential Grand Canal, also had significant ecological consequences for the entire region. The canal slowed the drainage of all north China rivers, large and small alike, with increased sedimentation leading to periodic flooding and then water logging because the waters could not drain. And because fresh water contains dissolved salts (that mostly get flushed out to sea), waterlogged land could easily become saline and less productive, or even useless. “The worst areas become marshes, which in turn become breeding grounds for locusts.”

Because the Chinese state had such a huge vested interest in the Grand Canal, it invested vast human, material, and monetary resources to maintain the hydraulic system that was the Yellow River-Grand Canal ecosystem, centering on the region where the Yellow River, Grand Canal, and Huai River/Hongze Lake all converged in Jiangsu province north of the Yangzi River. That system inexorably degraded in the nineteenth century, as Jane Kate Leonard’s study of the Grand Canal crisis of 1824–26 documents.

The problem was silt building up in the complex of waterworks in the junction region of the Yellow and Huai Rivers, Hongze Lake, and the Grand Canal. By the eighteenth century, several centuries of diking the Yellow River had raised it several meters above the southern section of Grand Canal (known as the Huaiyang Canal), flowing from Hongze Lake south to the Yangzi River, and with its silt content, was constantly threatening to get even higher. Until the late sixteenth century, the waterworks were managed under a theory of “dividing the channel” of the Yellow River into several smaller ones to disperse floodwaters. All that did, though, was to slow the river and increase the silting.

The approach begun in late sixteenth century scoured the bed of the Yellow River by building narrow dikes to speed the flow, and directed clear water into the Yellow River. The source of the clear water was Hongze Lake, created in 1579 by the
construction of the Gaojiayan dike across the Huai, which captured more-or-less silt free water from the Huai and two other smaller rivers. Hongze Lake was diked on its eastern shore, and that dike was continually raised so the lake level would be above the Yellow River. That was a recipe for disaster. To make sure that floodwaters did not destroy the system, the Gaojiayan dike was reinforced by a strong rock wall, with several floodgates built into the dike. Further south, five additional gates were installed to spill floodwaters into the Yangzi River.

Over time, Hongze Lake began to silt up, not just from the small amount of silt carried by its tributaries, but also by periodic flooding of the Yellow River which found its way into those tributaries and thus into Hongze Lake; backfilling of Hongze Lake with Yellow River water also contributed to the build up. Dredging took care of some of the silt, but as both Hongze Lake and the Yellow River silted and their beds rose, the only way to keep Hongze Lake above the Yellow River was to continually raise its eastern dikes. In Kate Leonard’s words, “In spite of the scale and complexity of the canal’s water-control network, and advances in the bureaucratic management of the system, the Qing state was losing its battle against the silt [by the late eighteenth century]. The canal, lakes, rivers, and drainage canals were all silted and their beds upraised, and overflow gates were mired in mud.” Hongze Lake was “perilously high,” and when torrential rains in late 1824 “tore two huge breaches in the dike wall,” floodwaters cascaded eastwards into the Grand Canal and beyond that into the flat, low-lying, flood prone eastern part of Jiangsu province. Leonard details the immense effort, led by the Daoguang emperor, to stem the flood and restore the Grand Canal.

It may have looked like a disaster had been averted. But no amount of human effort could stop the Yellow River from its meanders and ultimate shift back north, flowing through channels where it been prior to 1194. “The final shift occurred between 1851 and 1855, with the main branch of the river moving north in 1852. Devastating floods continued for the rest [of the nineteenth century] as this mighty river established its new bed” to the north of the Shandong massif. The shift north had devastating effects on the North China plain, inaugurating a century of floods, misery, rebellions, and uprisings. Because the imperial state was also dealing with a new kind of threat posed by militarily superior European, Japanese, and American powers, its treasury was strained and its attention taken away from the Grand Canal, which was rendered inoperable and never restored. The nineteenth-century flooding also caused “a large-scale epidemiological disaster,” in James L. Webb’s estimation, spreading malaria infections and deaths.

And although the Yellow River left the Huai River valley after 1855, according to David Pietz “the damage it wrought was complete.” The Huai was completely cut off from its former bed (the one abandoned by the Yellow River), and because that bed was higher than the Huai itself, the Huai continued to pour into Hongze Lake and to seek access to the sea via an outlet in the southeast corner of Hongze Lake that led to the Yangzi River. Because that was inadequate for the volume of water carried by the Huai, the region was constantly inundated. The only solutions were the dredging of the Huai’s former riverbed, or widening the channel to the Yangzi River, neither of which happened
because the imperial state was no longer interested in the region, and local leaders lacked the resources. Only after the Chinese Communist victory in 1949 did the state have sufficient manpower, capital, and expertise to attempt to rectify the ecological disaster caused by the Huai River’s lack of an adequate outlet to the sea, as we will see in chapter 7.

Before that, the Yellow River shifted course once more. War between China and Japan broke out in July 1937 after Japanese armies moved against Chinese troops. Within months, Japanese troops took Beijing, the Japanese army began moving south toward Wuhan, the wartime capital of Jiang Kaishek’s Guomindang government, and toward Zhengzhou. To slow the Japanese advance, on June 9, 1938, Jiang Kaishek had his army breach the Yellow River dikes just northeast of Zhengzhou, producing a 70,000 square kilometer flood that spread down the Huai River valley to Hongze Lake and the Grand Canal. The Yellow River dikes were so large and stout that two attempts to breach them using explosives failed, and only by furiously excavating down was the dike finally undermined and breached. Nearly a million people drowned, and at least two million more fled. Japanese tanks and troops were slowed for a while, but their advance continued. For years, the course of the Yellow River continually shifted, according to American Jack Belden: “In its unpredictable journeyings, the new river has gone on a rampage through eleven counties and three provinces.” Hundreds of thousands of villages were washed away, and millions of acres of farmland covered with silt or waterlogged. When the floodwaters subsided under the parching sun, “the ground turned as hard as brick, and there was no way to plant crops.” This war-induced, man-made environmental disaster was immense: over four million victims, millions in need of relief, and millions of refugees.

The North China Plain. With the late-nineteenth century abandonment of the Grand Canal, the entire region of the North China plain that had been considered strategically central to the imperial state for two millennia entered a period of economic, demographic, and environmental decline. Kenneth Pomeranz calls this process “the making of a hinterland” from the second half of the nineteenth century into the twentieth century, as the concerns of the imperial state shifted from traditional statecraft to the threats posed by Western powers along the China coast.

Prior to the shift of the Yellow River and the end of Grand Canal transport, and because of the strategic importance of the area to the maintenance of the Grand Canal, the region of North China Pomeranz calls “Huang-Yun” (named for the Yellow River and Grand Canal) received building materials and fuel from elsewhere that it could not produce itself. Family farming with few opportunities for marketing led to a large and fairly dense population that consumed more fuel than it could gather from the surrounding countryside. Stone for reinforcing the dikes also came from outside; the imperial state imported all of these resources into Huang-Yun to maintain the Grand Canal.

After 1855 and the abandonment of the Grand Canal, stone and fuel in the form of sorghum stalks both became scarce, leading to more and more devastating floods, and to less or even no fuel for heating and cooking. Naturally, “people took from ecologically
crucial areas outside the villages—riverbanks, hillsides, wastelands, and former forest lands,” stripping an already bare environment of sources of soil nutrients and sending crop yields plunging. “As peasants ran through not only wood, but chaff from their crops, and twigs, roots, and grass from the surrounding land, they were forced to burn dung—an inefficient fuel and a desperately needed fertilizer.” By the early twentieth century, “both foreign and Chinese observers were noting that Shandong had no forests left, even on hillsides.” As Lowdermilk observed in the 1920s of Shandong’s hills, “Each winter, the poor of the villages go into the hills after the grass cover is cut, to dig...out the roots of the summer’s growth of grass” for their fuel.

Perversely, in Pomeranz’s view, the mounting ecological crisis on the North China plain was not simply caused by population pressures, nor by the environmental problems brought on by the Grand Canal; rather, “it was the abandonment of the old hydraulic system”—i.e. the state-maintained Yellow River/Grand Canal/Huai River/Hongze Lake complex—“that hurt” the region. That is, the imperial state abandoned traditional statecraft concerns with maintaining the Grand Canal to meet greater threats from Western powers. Moreover, without markets and the possibility to specialize and trade cash crops like cotton (or even opium) for the necessities of life, the ecological impoverishment of North China led to human suffering as well.

Another analysis of North China by Lillian Li, though, suggests that even if the imperial central state had devoted all the resources it could to the problems of the Huang-Yun region, the same ecological problems would have cropped up. Around the capital city of Beijing, intense central government concern for maintaining the waterways and preventing flooding nonetheless proved ineffective, and by the turn of the twentieth century the Hai River basin, including the Yongding River which flowed just past Beijing, was no better off than Huang-Yun or the Yellow River/Grand Canal junction region, all of which shared basic geographical and ecological characteristics.

For nearly 200 years of the Qing dynasty, from around 1700 to 1900, successive emperors and provincial governors expended huge amounts of money and manpower to stabilize the rivers in the capital region by diking, channeling, and dredging out the silt. Li details those efforts in a recent book, and reproduces an impressive mid-eighteenth-century Chinese map that glosses the myriad engineering projects launched to ensure that the rivers did not flood. The end result, though, was that “Altogether in the Qing—during the Kangxi, Yongzheng, and Qianlong eras [1661-1795]—more than 10 million taels of public and private funds had been spent on river construction, and yet catastrophes could not be prevented.” Then, from the late nineteenth century through the first half of the twentieth century, “the continued deterioration of [the region’s] rivers, compounded by unusually heavy precipitation, produced seemingly endless catastrophes.” As was true elsewhere on the North China plain, the silt built up, coming in larger quantities as ever more natural land cover and forest was removed for farms; floods were frequent and large. In one of the floods around the turn of the twentieth century, a Western missionary reported: “The area is a vast sea—of which the limit cannot be seen....There is no prospect of water flowing out for more than a year.”
Water logging and subsequent salinization plagued not just the capital region, but also most of the North China plain.

One of the Beijing-area projects that sought to solve the silting problem channeled rivers into two huge wetlands called “Eastern Swamp” and “Western Swamp” stretching some 80 miles between the cities of Tianjin and Bao’an, and another 20 miles or more north and south, where the silt would drop out, and the (hopefully) clearer river waters would flow out of the swamp. Hydrologically, of course, the swamps were a catchment basin for annual floods waters, expanding like a great lung when needed. But to the water engineers of the late imperial Chinese state, these swamps were “solutions” to the problem of siltation in the rivers, and the silt-laden rivers were directed to the swamps. But the swamps were of course extensive, biologically rich ecosystems. Indeed, those swamps may have held the greatest biodiversity of any place on the North China plain since it had first been settled three thousand years earlier. Certainly there were herds of various kinds of Chinese river deer, including sika and musk deer. There may even have been herds of what became known as Peré David’s deer, the last surviving members of which were kept in the enclosed Qing imperial hunting grounds just north of the swamps. With deer come predators—wolves, large cats, perhaps even tigers. One can only imagine the different kinds of waterfowl, including the now-endangered swans, along with pheasants and other swamp-loving birds like red-winged black birds and oriel. With such a huge water surface, the East and West swamps no doubt also served as way stations on the flyways of migratory birds. In the waters of the swamps, mollusks, fishes, and turtles of all kinds must have been at home there too.

As the swamps silted up, peasant farmers “reclaimed” them as farmland. Indeed, by the late nineteenth century, wealthy families in the region claimed and farmed the nutrient-rich former bottomland, and the swamp had shrunk to one-third of its previous size. A provincial official predicted that it would eventually disappear, and it did. Today, in fact, little water at all flows through any of the rivers around the capital, most of it being captured and retained upstream in reservoirs for the city of Beijing, and even that is insufficient, prompting construction of the massive South-to-North-Water-Transfer Project.59 “Such is the conclusion,” Lillian Li says, “of a long process of environmental change over the centuries.”60

The North China plain, including the Huai River valley, of course, had been heavily farmed since the Han dynasty and even the hills had been deforested by the Song, so it is not too surprising that it would have been among the first parts of China to exhibit clear signs of environmental degradation. Certainly, the human attempts at “water control” eventually backfired in one way or another, arguably creating larger environmental problems and ecological damage than if the rivers and the riparian ecosystems had been left alone. Where the north China plain once had hundreds of lakes and swamps, by the 1980s only 20 remained. The Qing imperial hunting ground south of Beijing contained 117 springs and 5 large lakes in the Qianlong era (ca. 1771); today there are none.61
The environmental deterioration of the North China plain had social, economic, and political repercussions. Let us start first just with the loss of those swamps. Certainly, the wildlife and the region’s biodiversity suffered. But people too relied directly on those swamps, or more directly, on the animals and plants as sources of food and medicine. Deer and fish had been important sources of nutrients for people. But with the loss of these swamps, as was the case everywhere else in China where natural ecosystems were simplified into farms, the human population too lost a natural source of dietary protein that in the best of times would have provided variety and additional nutrients to peoples’ diets. As it was, the human population of north China became increasingly tied to food from their farms, and when those harvests failed—as they did with the increased frequency of floods and droughts across the North China plain—people experienced food shortages and entire regions became famine stricken. The largest of those famines—with millions of causalities—struck in 1876-79, 1917, 1920-21, and 1928-30, intensified by a series of strong ENSO-induced droughts.

Not surprisingly, banditry was endemic. At various points, that banditry merged with other local and national events to produce rebellions; the largest that originated on the North China plain were the Nian (1851-63), the Boxer Uprising (1899-1900), and the Red Spears (sporadically from 1911 to 1949). Moreover, the Chinese Communist party established a base area there in the 1940s to resist Japanese invaders and then to do battle in a civil war (1945-49) after Japan’s defeat. Indeed, ecological degradation contributed significantly to rural poverty, and it should not be too surprising that the poorest parts of rural China provided substantial support to the Communists.

Environmental conditions on the North China plain alone did not cause social disorder, rebellion, and revolution. But as Elizabeth Perry and Joseph Esherick have suggested, those social movements cannot be understood or explained without examining the underlying environmental conditions and the processes of ecological degradation.

Yangzi River Valley. In chapter 5, I examined the ecological changes and challenges in central China and in the lower Yangzi region and so will not repeat that material here. To summarize, deforestation of the highlands led to erosion and the filling in of swamps in the Dongting Lake region, followed by increasing lowland “reclamation” of land along the shores of Dongting Lake, decreasing its surface area and volume of water held so that it could no longer contain the periodic (and predictable) Yangzi flood waters.

To the north of Dongting Lake on the Jianghan plain between the Yangzi River and its tributary the Han River, long-term hydrological changes also were causing severe ecological problems (part of the story of this area was told in chapter 5). Originally a vast marsh that was slowly filled with sediment from the Han and Yangzi Rivers, by the Song it had become “studded with thousands of lakes and small marshes.” Diking and poldering transformed the region into highly productive rice producing and exporting farms. But because the land that was reclaimed for the rice paddies originally had been marshland and was lower than the rivers, dikes and polders had to be built higher and higher as sediment raised the river beds, and farming communities faced mounting
difficulties in draining off annual flood waters. Increasing breaks in poorly maintained dikes exacerbated flooding. By the eighteenth century, some fields were becoming permanently waterlogged, and during the nineteenth century water began to reclaim large portions of the region, turning it back into a swamp. In response, peasant farmers began growing aquatic plants or others that could be harvested before the floods; many abandoned farming altogether for fishing.\textsuperscript{66}

Further down river, deforestation of the highlands above the southern bank of the Yangzi sent increasingly sterile sand and gravel downhill into the rich rice paddies; to protect those resources, officials prohibited any further upland reclamation, but with dubious results. Similar dynamics unfolded all the way down to Hangzhou and its lakes and highlands.\textsuperscript{67} The story of Xiang Lake on Xiaoshan plain just south of the Yangzi River is more emblematic than exceptional. As noted in chapter 4, rice production there had begun in the highlands, and moved into the marshy plains only as growing populations and accumulations of capital made poldering possible. In the Song, the area sported 217 lakes, “the greatest density of lakes in all China,” according to Keith Schoppa. In the late Song, a reservoir called Xiang Lake was built to catch, retain, and regulate water supplies flowing from the hills for use in the rice paddies.

Over the succeeding centuries, a dynamic unfolded involving the silting in of Xiang Lake, its periodic dredging by various governmental entities, and encroachments on the lake by wealthy and powerful landlords who wanted to create more farmland. Already stressed by the eighteenth century, in the mid-nineteenth century this “remarkably fragile” system broke down in the wake of social disorders and population loss occasioned by the Taiping Rebellion (1850-65), followed by floods that damaged sluice gates and dikes. In Schoppa’s estimation, Xiang Lake might have been saved had there been public-minded officials who wanted to expend the energy to do so, or money for reconstruction. There was neither, and so rice paddies sprouted on the former marsh cum lakebed; by 1937 “houses and sheds stood where once the water had been fifty feet deep.”\textsuperscript{68}

South China. Paradoxically, some of the most degraded of China’s lands are in its tropical and semi-tropical regions. As in the hills south of the Yangzi, from the mid-sixteenth century on, upland specialists armed with New World crops, especially maize, migrated into and throughout the hill and mountain regions of south China. Some, especially the Hakka, were more mindful of the fragility of highland environments and took more care to replant trees that had been cut for timber sales down river, while more recent Han migrants, pushed by population pressure out of the lowland valleys, cut down trees and planted nutrient-demanding crops like maize and tobacco. In the Nanling mountains in northern Guangdong, for instance, according to the 1819 Nanxiong county gazetteer, tobacco had begun to be planted “40 or 50 years ago….The profit obtained is much greater than rice. But the tobacco is all planted on the hilltops. As soon as the land is opened, the soil deteriorates and erodes. Any heavy rain silts the rivers and there is fear of imminent flooding. But because of the large profit it is tolerated. The locals [now] are forbidden to open any new land so as to correct the situation.”\textsuperscript{69}
That official proscription did little to halt the deforestation and land degradation, as peasant farmers throughout south China “habitually fire most the burnable slopes in the vicinity of the homes during the dry season each year. The continuation of this practice tends to destroy the majority of species of woody plants and change the aspect of a once richly forested country to that of a hilly or mountainous grassland.” Western observers thought that the mountains were fired to bring ash and nutrients down into their fields, but the peasant farmers told the researchers that they burned the fields to deprive snakes, tigers, and thieves of their dens, while Chris Coggins found in Fujian that the practice encouraged the growth of an edible fern that was prized in times of famine. Once the forest cover was removed, especially in the hills and mountains of southern Zhejiang, throughout Guangdong, and in southern Yunnan, heavy monsoon rains quickly leached whatever nutrients remained in the soil, rendering the natural regrowth of forest unlikely. Additionally, the burning off of tropical and subtropical forests unleashed the very tough cogongrass that stifled any other vegetation, turning mountainsides green, but devoid of forest. Even the cogongrass cover did not stop massive slumping after periods of heavy rainfall, where huge parts of hillsides cleaved off and slid downhill.

Southwest China: Yunnan. Parts of the story of the transformation of the environment in China’s southwest provinces of Yunnan and Guizhou have been taken up in the previous chapter, and will be continued in more detail in the next chapter with a consideration of the building of hydroelectric dams on many rivers in the southwest. Here I want to make a few observations about war and the disease environment, in particular malaria. As noted earlier, in the eighteenth century, malaria had foiled Qing military campaigns against Burma. The Japanese invasion of Manchuria in 1931, the civil war between Communists and the Guomindang, coupled with flooding in the lower Yangzi in 1932 led to a 60 percent malaria infection rate there, and 300,000 deaths. In 1933, 30,000 malaria deaths were recorded in a single Yunnan county. After Japan’s 1937 attack on China and the entrance of the U.S. into the Pacific War in 1942, the U.S. became committed to keeping the Guomindang in the fight against Japan by supplying war material to Jiang Kaishek’s government (which had retreated inland to Chengdu in the Sichuan basin) by building the “Burma Road” from northeastern Burma through Yunnan.

American personnel then encountered malaria in Yunnan, with 50 percent rates of illness and an unknown number of deaths death. In other parts of the Pacific theater, malaria was falling more U.S. troops than enemy fire, so General MacArthur formed teams to combat malaria. One of those teams was sent to the Chefang Valley in Yunnan (Fig 6.5a). That valley looked like a typical south China rice paddy environment (Fig. 6.5b), with the addition of anopheles mosquitoes and malaria. U.S. personnel distributed soap to villages because the suds kept streams “free of mosquitoes for about 100 yards” (Fig. 6.5c), they dug drainage ditches, sprayed oil on stagnant water, and introduced gambusia minnows into the paddies to eat the mosquito larvae. Additionally, the Americans noted that “the hills are high and out of the mosquito areas,” apparently driving some of the locals to begin terracing hillsides to get above the deadly mosquitoes (Fig. 6.5d). Whether that worked, or whether transforming the wooded hillsides into rice paddies merely spread mosquitoes and malaria is not known. Nor is it known whether
those doing the terracing might have been recently arrived Han Chinese fleeing the Japanese invasion who had no experience with malaria.  

Fig. 6. 5a-d. The Chefang Valley in Yunnan. Source: Library of Congress Prints and Photographs Division in a collection entitled “Malaria Control in India and China, 1929-40,” call number LOT 1786 (M) [P&P].

West China: Sichuan. Several additional examples of environmental degradation following in the wake of the successive waves of deforestation prior to 1949 could be cited. Even the lush rice paddies of the lower Yangzi and the Pearl River delta experienced problems when tons of increasingly sterile sand and not nutrient-rich alluvium flowed down the hills and mountains, obstructing river channels and flooding the lowland paddies. About the only reference I have found to a human-altered agro-ecosystem that was not degrading was in the Red Basin around Chengdu in Sichuan province (see Fig. 6.6). According to an early-twentieth-century report on the effects of deforestation in China:

This portion is densely populated and carefully cultivated, this cultivation not being confined to agriculture alone, but extending to the planting of useful and ornamental trees such as the bamboo, tung, mulberry, cypress, varnish…and a variety of fruit-trees. The most important part of the Red Basin is the Cheng[du] plain, which has been described as the most densely populated area of the earth’s surface. The vegetation is in most parts of the basin of almost tropical luxuriance owing to the extreme dampness of the climate, which permits, in the Cheng[du] plain, an admirable system of irrigation. Seen from a height, the plain looks like a forest, for every farm has its grove of bamboo, cypress, palms, and fruit orchards while tung and varnish trees abound. The country along the Min [River] between Kiating and Chungking is also rich in trees, which are described as ‘of living green, free from insects, and without blight or deformity,’ thus rendering this part of [Sichuan] an object lesson to regions farther east.

It is somewhat curious that the Red Basin of Sichuan was not experiencing significant problems from silt carried down from rivers flowing out of the mountains to the north and west that formed the eastern portion of Tibet, for as we will see in the next section, large parts of Tibet and the mountainous regions of northern and western Sichuan inhabited by Tibetans in fact had been deforested. But farmers in Sichuan apparently did not have to cope with heavily silted waters, and the 2000-year-old Dujiangyan waterworks continued to function without silting or flooding.

Tibetan/Qinghai High Mountain Plateau. In parts of the Tibetan highlands, in particular the Himalayan Mountains, the climate is too harsh and dry to sustain the growth of trees, but much of the Tibetan plateau not only could sustain birch or juniper forests, but as ecologists now conclude, probably did. That comes as somewhat of a surprise, for as long as most scholars or observers have been able to determine, vast stretches of the Tibetan plateau, as well as south-facing mountain slopes descending further down into Yunnan and Sichuan provinces, were covered not in forest, but in various kinds of meadows and grasslands that Tibetans used as pastures for their herds of yaks, sheep, and goats. Tibetans and other observers assumed that those treeless meadows had always been there. But those assumptions have been proven wrong: “huge areas in the Inner Himalaya [of Tibet] originally bore forests but have been deforested by humans and their livestock.”

Over the centuries, Tibetans removed the original forests, probably by fire, replacing the forests with combinations of lower-growing plants that compose useful pasture for their herds. “Regular grazing promotes species with high regenerative capacity like grasses or rosette plants and creeping plants or plants with creeping shoots.” Elsewhere, “under moderate grazing, a species-rich, about knee-high, meadowlike vegetation may develop, which we call flower meadows, because it is dominated not by grasses but by herbs. It is one of the most beautiful plant communities of the Himalayas.” Holzner and Kriechbaum think that Tibetans for centuries followed grazing practices that sustained their meadows and pastures. “This way of herding livestock requires much understanding of, or perhaps a feeling for, animals, vegetation, and the optimal rhythm of grazing and wandering, a knowledge that has been handed down from one generation to the next….” In other words, although Tibetans probably removed the original forest on the plateau and mountainsides, their pastoral way of life promoted the establishment and maintenance of meadows, grasslands, and pastures that held the soil in place. Even woodcutting and the cutting of peat from bogs for fuel could have been sustainably managed. Nonetheless, the available evidence suggests that for centuries—maybe going back 2000 years when pollen analysis shows a sharp decline of forests—Tibetans or other peoples on the high plateau have been transforming forests into the grassland environment preferred by their goats, sheep, and yaks.

In Tibetan areas closer to the Red Basin of Sichuan, in particular about a hundred miles north up the Min and Mao’er gai Rivers, Jack Hayes has found significant evidence of the Tibetan use of fire to alter and then maintain their pastures—even on the mountainsides above the Sichuan basin—in the late nineteenth century. Where foreign observers from Europe who thought that it was forests that were beautiful and a shame that Tibetans and Chinese removed them for pasture or farms, Hayes concludes that “Tibetans created an ‘agro-pastoral regime’ based on widespread fire use that lasted throughout the late imperial period even into the late 1930s and early ’40s.” Thus even though forests had been removed, the mountain sides were not left open and barren, but instead were covered with pastureland for Tibetan herds, preventing excessive soil
erosion and ecological problems further down river in the Sichuan basin. Serious problems would develop in the late twentieth century, as we will see in chapter 7, when extensive logging with powerful equipment by state forestry bureaus so stripped mountains of forest in western and northern Sichuan that devastating flooding of the Yangzi River valley in 1998 prompted the premier of the People’s Republic of China to order an immediate halt to any further logging of old growth forests.

[Section on Nutrient Cycles and Agricultural Sustainability omitted here to conserve space]

Resource Constraints, Environmental Management, and Social Conflict. Conflicts over water control and wrangling over the causes of flooding among various local interests, and between local and national leaders, were but one kind of social conflict that strains on the environment were causing. Migrations of people from areas already densely populated and intensely farmed to more peripheral areas in the southwest, the northeast, and the inland highlands may have alleviated tensions in the areas they left, but those migrations set off conflicts with the indigenous peoples the Chinese farmers encountered. Moreover, as even the inner upland regions filled up, conflicts between upland and lowland interests sharpened. And throughout the core areas of the empire, contests for control of ever-shrinking resources, whether those were land, water, or forests, sparked lineage feuds in the south and southeast, legal and other contests between local-place organizations, and suspicion of outsiders among villages finding cohesion through religious cult practices. By the second half of the eighteenth century, population growth, efficient markets, and state interests were propelling China toward more intensive use of existing natural resources, to conflict over the use of those resources, and toward the limits of empire. Even ocean fishery stocks were being depleted and fought over.

Deforestation not only degraded the environment, but brought on shortages of timber and wood, critical issues in an agrarian economy still largely fueled by tapping energy stored in trees and other organic material. As early as 1850, there was clear evidence that China was experiencing resource shortages and environmental challenges brought on by the vast environmental changes that China had experienced over the preceding millennia, and that those environmental problems intensified over the next century.

Paradoxically, additional evidence of the growing shortage of trees for timber comes from a study by Nicholas Menzies designed to show that, even in the midst of “the relentless destruction of what little forest remained…[under] certain sets of social, economic, and ecological conditions, forested land was protected, maintained, or managed, in the face of widespread forest clearance and conversion.” There is much that is significant about forest management in Menzies’s book, but for our purposes what it also shows is that nearly all of the cases he cites as evidence of forest management (and the preservation of forests) collapsed by the late nineteenth century. The imperial Mulan hunting preserve in Manchuria was abandoned in 1820 and then encroached upon afterwards; at Buddhist monasteries in central and south China monks and abbots
conspired with timber merchants to sell their wood; even the most sacred spots found it hard to keep outside forces at bay, leading to extensive land clearance and forest loss. Additionally, “Village forests and clan forests have largely disappeared since the 1911 Revolution,” and old growth stands would have been cut down except for their remote, inaccessible locations and hence high cost to log.

By the turn of the twentieth century, then, only the most extraordinary circumstances or protection allowed forests that otherwise would have been logged to remain standing, unless they already had an economic value. That some survived, in particular a few monasteries’ forests, into the twentieth century is important, for as we will see, those relic forests provided ecologists with clues to what the forests of China had been before they were removed or replaced with secondary marketable stands of bamboo or the Chinese fir (*cunninghamia*).

Even so, there was a decreasing amount of fuel available for people to cook and heat with. Stir-frying emerged no later than the Song when wood for fuel around Kaifeng was in short supply; that method continued to be useful as there was even less wood for fuel in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Instead of wood, peasant farmers scoured the land for straw, grass, or animal dung to burn. Trees that remained had limbs cut off up the point where people could not reach, and whatever leaf litter fell on the ground too was picked up to burn, thereby depriving the soil of organic nutrients, further degrading ecosystems.

**So What?**

In the century and a half prior to the Chinese Communist victory in 1949, the evidence (however anecdotal) points to widespread ecological degradation in China. The dynamics of population growth, commercialization, and the strategic and fiscal needs of the state sent waves of Chinese migrants into borderlands and inner peripheries where forests were removed and wetlands filled in to make way for farms, dramatically altering China’s hydrology. Deforestation in frontier areas led to increased siltation and flooding of river plains in core regions, loss of nutrients from the soil and of its ability to hold water, energy shortages, and constrictions of timber supplies for building.

Erosion and silting of rivers, in Lowermilk’s estimation, “has without doubt reduced the aggregate productive capacity of land,” especially in north and central China. Despite practices that recycled nutrients back to the farm (see chapter 4), by 1949 nearly all of China’s cultivated land was deficient in nitrogen. By the time the Communists came to power in 1949 there was not much farmers could do to increase the input of nitrogen to their fields to increase the food supply, and hence either to produce a surplus to finance industrialization, to raise the standard of living of the existing population, or even to provide sustenance for a growing population from the existing stock of farmland. Indeed, evidence from the first half of the twentieth century indicates that food supplies were inadequate to sustain the population: as much as 15 percent of the male population was so poor that they could not marry, and they died without reproducing. Competition for increasingly scarce resources on both land and water
occasioned more and increasingly sharp social conflict. Rural impoverishment stoked the enthusiasm of millions of China’s rural people for change and for support for the Chinese Communists to do so, but the impoverished natural environment would not make that an easy task. Among other things, the Chinese Communists were to inherit a seriously degraded natural environment.

That degradation was less cyclical than conjunctural. In the nineteenth century, the Qing state faced internal rebellion, foreign aggression, political reaction, and declining state revenues, all of which environmental pressures vastly complicated. But the environmental problems occasioned especially by deforestation were very long in the making, and not easily reversed, as the environmental experience of the PRC was to make clear. The physical limits of the Chinese empire had been reached, and its dynamics led to the increasingly intensive use of a shrinking base of natural resources. 99 In 1750 about 25 percent of China’s land surface was forested; by 1950 that had shrunk to 5-10 percent. 100

Many elite Chinese in the nineteenth century understood the ecological problems they were facing, and often interpreted them as evidence of a growing shortage of resources and of the available land and water to sustain agriculture. Despite the concerns of officials, pressures on China’s environment continued and intensified into the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Spreading farms and tax-paying subjects to the furthest corners of the empire enhanced the power and reach of the Qing state. The need for tax-generating economic development more often than not trumped knowledge about impending ecological problems. Officials even knew that species were going extinct.

By 1800, tigers and elephants—"star species" that are indicators of healthy ecosystems—were pushed into the peripheries of the peripheries, and had been extirpated from most of China. That in itself is evidence of collapsing natural ecosystems and their replacement with agro-ecosystems. The south China tiger held on in a few mountainous redoubts, largely on the border between Guangdong and Jiangxi provinces and in the Fujian mountains. As humans encroached upon and destroyed their habitat, the number of tiger attacks on people surged in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, only to drop as the population of tigers dropped precipitously. 101 The Asian elephant was pushed further into remote areas bordering Yunnan and Burma.

Map 1.1. The Range of the Tiger. Source: The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species, “Panthera tigris,”
<http://www.iucnredlist.org/apps/redlist/details/15955/0>

One historian has called these disappearances the result of a “three-thousand year war on animals.” 102 “War” is probably the wrong metaphor to describe what happened to the wildlife of China. To be sure, tigers and elephants (and other wild animals as well) were indeed hunted and killed, both for protection against their predations, and for their marketable body parts. But hunting is not what drove these species to the brink of extinction, and others into oblivion. The culprit rather has been the destruction of their
habitat, mostly to make way for farms and for increases in the size and distribution of the Han Chinese population throughout the space that the state could control. To that extent, the loss of China’s wildlife has been more like a holocaust than a war.

Simultaneously, China’s human population surged, almost tripling from 225 to 580 million between 1750 and 1950. Those growing numbers indicate that people in the Chinese empire had been able to capture increasing amounts of energy from their environment; agro-ecosystems to support humans replaced ecosystems that had supported other species. Not surprisingly, the resulting human population growth was not spread evenly. The core regions of central and eastern China saw very slow population growth, while frontier regions grew much faster. In part that faster growth came from relaxed controls on fertility within Han Chinese families, and in part from extensive migration from core regions. Ten million or more migrated from central China to Sichuan, and 12 million migrated from north China into Manchuria, with millions more moving shorter distances. As Lee and Wang observed, “in the mid-eighteenth century, the six most popular provinces for frontier settlement (Sichuan, Yunnan, and Guizhou in the west and southwest; Liaoning, Jilin, and Heilongjiang in the northeast) accounted for only 5 percent of the national population. By the early twentieth century they accounted for 25 percent of all Chinese.”

But the dynamics leading to China’s environmental woes were less Malthusian than Smithian, or what Wrigley has termed those of an “advanced organic economy.” Based on his reading of classical economists, Wrigley distinguished “organic” economies, or those that derive their energy sources from capturing part of the solar energy flow reaching the earth, from “mineral-based” economies that tap stores of solar energy, in particular coal and oil. Organic economies faced inherent limitations, while those drawing on stores of coal and oil for energy could escape those limits. “All organic economies depended exclusively, or almost exclusively, upon their ability to capture some part of the flow of energy reaching the earth in the form of insolation, and to preserve a favourable balance between the energy spent in this pursuit and the energy made available by it.” The more efficiently those flows were captured, stored, and utilized, the more “advanced” the organic economy. Agricultural technologies and markets improved those efficiencies, and marked what Wrigley meant by an “advanced organic economy.”

Moreover, even an advanced organic economy, by which he meant specifically England in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and which Jack Goldstone has extended to apply to many parts of Eurasia, China and Japan included, inexorably confronted limits to growth. The necessities of life all came from the land, constituting what we now call biomass. Meeting those needs was always in competition for the use of land resources, and was limited “by the fact that the land was almost the sole source not only of food but of the great bulk of the raw materials used in manufacture….As growth progressed, the obstacles to further growth grew ever more pressing” because of the unavoidable diminishing returns to land (and labor) as the best land and best practices were used up, and inferior land brought into production. Manuring, specialization via markets, and improved knowledge of crops and animals might temporarily reverse or
slow the competition for the uses of land, but those limits would be reached, especially in the tension arising over the use of land for food or for fuel. In Wrigley’s view, there was no internal dynamic by which an advanced organic economy would or could develop into another kind of economy that would keep growing (i.e. the modern industrial economy).\textsuperscript{106} More likely was the continuation of the advanced organic economy toward what J. S. Mill termed a “stationary state.”\textsuperscript{107} To be sustainable and not enter a long period of declining standards of living and deteriorating ecological foundations for the society, such a state would require exquisite control over population size and distribution, consumption, and waste and nutrient recycling, among other adjustments to the strict limits to growth that it faced.\textsuperscript{108}

China’s environmental history in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries illustrates those dynamics. Population growth was stabilizing in core regions, and there is reason to think that it would have slowed in frontier regions too as ecological degradation limited economic opportunities, and families adjusted to those conditions. But whether or not that “stationary state” would have been sustainable cannot be known because the irruption of modern industry changed the dynamics of world history, ushering in instead China’s “revolutionary state” in the second half of the twentieth century, a state that had no willingness or intention to live within the confines of an advanced organic economy.
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